The library is a third place.
The first place is your home.
The second place is work.
The third is a place to go, neither work nor home...
The library is a free, climate-controlled, safe place where you meet your neighbors, where you can sit and relax, where you can learn.
The library is a welcoming place."

Cheryl McBride, Library Director, North Brunswick Public Library

MISSION STATEMENT

The North Brunswick Library Foundation is a private, nonprofit organization whose purpose is to raise funds solely for the support of the North Brunswick public library to meet the growing needs of the community. Private contributions from individuals, families, businesses, foundations and organizations throughout the community will help create funding.
The North Brunswick Library Foundation (NBLF) will seek to realize the long term goal of building a new, or expanding the current, library facility in order to satisfy the growing and changing needs of our town. A state of the art library, one that is appropriate for the 21st century, is the cornerstone of any good community. Each and every citizen, at every age level, benefits from the resources available at their local library.

The NBLF hopes to build a “building nest egg” by establishing and growing an endowment for this long term goal. Donations from individuals, families, estates, foundations and corporations will help offset the cost either to expand the existing 14,000 square foot library facility built in 1972 or build a new, larger facility on a different site.

Please consider making a donation to the NBLF and/or designating the Foundation in your will. As a private, non-profit, 501(c)(3) organization, the Foundation is eligible for your company's matching gift program.

We also hope to initiate a public conversation regarding the need for a newer, larger, more state of the art library facility. We encourage you to pass the word along to your neighbors and friends and communicate your support to the Town Council and Mayor.

---

**Pledge Information**

I (we) pledge a total of $___________ to be paid:

____ now ____ monthly ____ quarterly ____ yearly.

I (we) plan to make this contribution in the form of:

____ cash ____ check

I (we) have included the North Brunswick Library Foundation in my (our) will.

Gift will be matched by________________________ (company name)

________________________

____ matching gift form enclosed

____ matching gift form will be forwarded

---

**Acknowledgement Information**

Please use the following name(s) in all acknowledgements:

________________________

________________________

____ I (we) wish to have (my) our gift remain anonymous.

Signature(s) ____________________________

Date ____________________________

---

Please make checks payable to:

**North Brunswick Library Foundation**

880 Hermann Road

North Brunswick, NJ 08902

732-246-3545

foundation@northbrunswicklibrary.org